YEAR IN REVIEW
DESTINATION IN SIGHT

In FY 2016, RBFF fixed its sights on a new and vital destination: increasing participation to 60 million fishing participants in 60 months

As We Cast Off

45.7M

Nearly

Up 1.47%*

Up 0.5%*

28M
Fishing Licenses

anglers*

Participation in fishing and
boating held steady.

Nearly

#2 most popular
adult activity
(age 25+)*: fishing

boaters*

#FirstCatch campaign

20%

The Take Me Fishing™ brand is leading
the way to 60 in 60 by recruiting new
boaters and anglers.

votes

212M

10.6M

16%

total visits to RBFF’s
digital assets

increase

media expansion
to 68% of all
U.S. Hispanics

50%

Recruiting the Hispanic population to
fishing and boating through Vamos A
Pescar™ is essential to reaching 60 in 60.

89M

PR impressions

Devising New Waypoints
State agencies are beginning to innovate their
own recruitment, retention and reactivation
solutions as they head towards 60 in 60.

879K

37M media impressions

media impressions
generated by Disney
Media Group

Arriving Together

33,000

uses of the campaign hashtag

increase in Take Me
Fishing logo awareness

650,000

social media
fans/followers

of boaters*

87.3M

Setting the Course

America’s Top Family Fishing
and Boating Spots Sweepstakes:

Fishing, the

12M
#1 activity
Boat Registrations

increase in Vamos A
Pescar brand awareness

74%

$75,000
to NE, VT, and GA

state
satisfaction rate

Boat Registration
Marketing Program:

45K

$1.6M

registrations

in revenue

for the 20 participating states

+3M
increase

To learn more about RBFF and its future plans, and to access free resources, visit
TakeMeFishing.org/corporate. For news and information, visit news.TakeMeFishing.org.

72%

MILLION

increase in Discover
Boating referrals

$9.8M

6%
increase

14

14%

Because participation funds conservation,
arriving at 60 in 60 through recruitment,
retention and reactivation is essential for the
future health of America’s waterways.

Sources: RBFF/Outdoor Foundation, National Marine Manufacturers Association,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Coast Guard

3%
increase

New State Innovative
R3 Grants Program awarded

Reading the Markers

Always at the Fore

811,000

total visits to
VamosAPescar.org

granted to programs in TX and FL
though the George H.W. Bush
Vamos A Pescar™ Education Fund

$50,000

website referrals to state
license and registration sites

The industry is recruiting and retaining new
consumer groups, both to achieve 60 in 60
and sustain a robust customer base

+202%

impressions from
trade media articles

in conservation-related
PSA placements

138%

industry
satisfaction rate

600M

Increase in visits to
website conservation pages

conservation
PR impressions

